Skyus & Skyus DS
by Inseego
Wireless Connection for Your
Business Assets
Small, yet powerful, the Skyus & Skyus DS keep your business powered 24/7
These powerful USB connected modems
Only the Skyus products can provide:
provide connectivity and failover support
Seamless Deployment
for anything from vending machines to
Skyus and Skyus DS use standard USB connections, so
getting up and running is as simple as plug and play.
ATMs and everything in between. Skyus
and Skyus DS provide you with a secure
External Antenna Ports
way to transmit sensitive data to and from
External antenna ports optimize reception and
coverage providing a stronger signal.
a remote site. And with Skyus Watcher, our
watchdog utility, you have easy visibility
into your signal strength and online
Connection Watchdog
Watcher monitors your Skyus deployment and
connections. Watcher monitors your Skyus
alerts you if there’s an issue.
deployment and can distinguish a real
security threat from a minor issue and
Rugged Design
Designed for continuous operation and higher
knows when to alert you. Designed to
temperature ranges than typical USB modems.
operate unattended, Skyus Watcher gives
you peace of mind that your deployed
devices are secure and always connected.
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“Partnering with Inseego
has helped enable EnerNOC
to go to market in target
regions 30% faster. EnerNOC’s
customers can be confident
that their EnerNOC service
is supported by a high
quality and reliable internet

”

connection.
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Skyus Watcher

Skyus and Skyus DS

Easy to Install USB Connection
Using standard USB connections for the
physical interface, installing the Skyus devices
is easy and stress-free. Although they perform
like embedded modules, they are actually selfcontained add-on units that require only a USB
cable to get you up and running quickly and
efficiently.

Dual SIM Card Slots and GPS

(Skyus DS)
In addition to the standard features of Skyus,
the Skyus DS. And the GPS antenna connector
provides out-of-the-box GPS support for easy
trackability.

Monitor Activity
with Skyus Watcher
With Skyus Watcher, you can monitor your
device’s health and connection status.
Designed to run on Windows platforms,
Skyus Watcher provides robust connection
monitoring and failure recovery logic, ensuring
reliable connectivity for Inseego customers.

Find out more about how Skyus and Skyus DS by Inseego can help your business assets stay connected.
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Inseego Corp. is a leading global provider of software-as-a-service (SaaS) and solutions for the Internet of Things (IoT). For over 30 years it has been connecting
customers with its global telematics solutions under the Ctrack brand as well as its business connectivity solutions and device management services.
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